CLAMP Documentation

- CLAMP AMSTERDAM Release documentation
- CLAMP Beijing Release documentation
- CLAMP Casablanca Release documentation

CLAMP AMSTERDAM Release documentation
Architecture and project definition - scope and release definition - describes the project for first release, architecture details
CLAMP User Guide and Control Loop Design - includes how to create a Control loop using the CLAMP UI
CLAMP AMSTERDAM Release Note - includes release content, known issues, release details
CLAMP Development Guide - describes how to work and develop on CLAMP, project structure, build instructions, test details
CLAMP AMSTERDAM Online Documentation - includes installation, administration, logging, configuration

CLAMP Beijing Release documentation
CLAMP Beijing Updates - Definition of scope of changes in CLAMP for Beijing
CLAMP User Guide and Control Loop Design - includes how to create a Control loop using the CLAMP UI
CLAMP BEIJING Release Note - includes release content, known issues, release details
CLAMP Development Guide - describes how to work and develop on CLAMP, project structure, build instructions, test details
CLAMP BEIJING Online Documentation - includes installation, administration, logging, configuration
CLAMP Dashboard overview presentation: Dashboard_beijing_overview.pptx

CLAMP Casablanca Release documentation
Control Loop Flows and Models for Casablanca - describes how the message flow and models will be changed in Casablanca
CLAMP Development Guide - describes how to work and develop on CLAMP, project structure, build instructions, test details
dcae blueprint(cloudify) used on heat environment for pairwise testing: tca_docker_heat_m_v2.yaml